SUMMARY An initial assessment of the differential sensitivity of total versus partial curve analysis in estimating task related focal changes in cortical blood flow measured by the 133 Xe inhalation technique was accomplished by comparing the patterns during the performance of two sensorimotor tasks by normal subjects. The validity of these patterns was evaluated by comparing them to the activation patterns expected from activation studies with the intra-arterial technique and the patterns expected from neuropsychological research literature. Subjects were 10 young adult nonsmoking healthy male volunteers. They were administered two tasks having identical sensory and cognitive components but different response requirements (oral versus manual). The regional activation patterns produced by the tasks varied with the method of curve analysis. The activation produced by the two tasks was very similar to that predicted from the research literature only for total curve analysis. To the extent that the predictions are correct, these data suggest that the 133 Xe inhalation technique is more sensitive to regional flow changes when flow parameters are estimated from the total head curve. The utility of the total head curve analysis will be strengthened if similar sensitivity is demonstrated in future studies assessing normal subjects and patients with neurological and psychiatric disorders.
THE MEASUREMENT OF GRAY MATTER regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) by the 133
Xe inhalation technique has a variety of inherent limitations relative to the intra-arterial technique.
1 Radiation artifact due to large concentrations of 133 Xe in the mouth, sinuses and pharynx is one of the more serious of these methodological problems. Obrist et al 2 3 tried to reduce the influence of these artifacts by fitting a model to the subset of data collected after the concentration of xenon in end-expired air has fallen below 20 percent of its maximum value. However, their simulation studies showed that, in the absence of scattered radiation, estimates for K, (gray matter clearance) match the true value when model fitting is started near time zero and decline as the start fit time is increased. Thus, although the effects of scattered radiation are minimized, data corresponding to the inhalation phase (during which most of the relevant information on gray matter flow occurs) are discarded. Hazelrig et al. 4 have recently proposed a time domain correction method to adjust for the presence of these artifacts, thereby allowing utilization of the entire head curve in the estimation of the blood flow parameters.
One of our long term goals is to determine whether analysis of the total head curve can improve the sensitivity of the l33 Xe inhalation technique in demonstrating focal activation of cortical flow relative to focal changes in flow estimated by the partial curve method. The purpose of this study was to make an initial assess-ment of any differential sensitivity between the two methods of analysis. This was achieved by comparing task related rCBF activation patterns of normal subjects calculated from partial 2 ' 3 and total 4 curve methods of analysis to the activation patterns predicted from intra-arterial blood flow activation studies and neuropsychological research literature. If it is valid to superimpose the data from these studies, then the activation patterns for the two sensorimotor tasks described below can be predicted. If the results of one method of analysis agree more closely with the predicted patterns then, assuming the predictions are valid, this would be consistent with the hypothesis that this "confirmatory" method is more sensitive to the activation induced by the assigned tasks.
The two sensorimotor activation tasks used in this study required the subjects to identify visually presented numbers with a spoken or a manual response.
For the manual activation (MA) task, we expected to find significant bilateral activation of flow in the occipital (H) and the parietal (G) channels due to the presentation of stimuli in central vision 5 ' 6 ( fig. 1 ). We also expected to find significanat activation of flow in the left superior rolandic (D) and premotor (B) channels as a result of the finger movements of the right hand.
7 '
8
For the oral activation (OA) task, significant activation of flow was again expected in bilateral occipital (H) and parietal (G) channels due to the visual presentation of the stimuli.
5 6 The efferent requirements of the spoken response led us to hypothesize significant activation of flow for the right hemisphere grand mean 9 as well as significant regional activation of flow in left and right hemisphere channels B, C, and E. 4 We then compared these patterns and those reported in our previous study to the patterns predicted from the research literature.
Methods

Subjects
As previously reported in the Leli et al" study, the subjects were 10 adult right-handed Caucasian male volunteers. Two subjects had left-handed first degree relatives. Their ages ranged from 22 to 42 years (mean age = 31.9 years) while their educational levels ranged from 12 to 20 years (mean education level = 16.4 years). Each subject was a nonsmoker with a negative history for neurological and psychiatric disorders, hypertension, diabetes, and alcohol or drug abuse.
Measurement of rCBF
The subjects' rCBF was measured by the
133
Xe inhalation method as developed by Obrist et al 2 ' 3 and detailed for our system by Wilson et al. 12 In our laboratory, l33 Xe mixed with air is administered to the subject from a rebreathing system for a period of 1 minute. The subject then breathes room air for the remaining 10 minutes. The concentration of l33 Xe in the face mask is monitored continuously by accumulating counts from a Nal (Tl) crystal detector over sequential periods of 0.2 sec. End-tidal counts are assumed to correspond to arterial counts (concentrations) and hence to the recirculation input. Simultaneously, the concentrations of 133 Xe is monitored in seven homologous pairs of brain regions. Sensitivity of the extracranial collimated detectors is monitored daily using a dummy source of constant geometry and the raw counts are adjusted to correct for sensitivity variations. A plexiglas grid system and illuminated markers on the subject's head assure reproducible head positioning in sequential measurements. Relative placement of the extracranial detectors is shown in figure 1 . For the present study the data were reprocessed analyzing the total head curve. 4 The physiologic assumptions and mathematical arguments which lead to the Obrist et al 2 partial curve analysis and Hazelrig et al 4 total curve analysis are quite complex and best understood by consulting the original references. Both methods, however, have the general mathematical form
where The parameter A is a time shift which is included in the model to adjust for the isotope transit times from the lung to the brain and the lung to the respired air detector. In total curve analysis, this parameter is estimated from the data. In partial curve analysis it is assigned the value A = 0.05. As previously mentioned, partial curve analysis attempts to avoid the contamination problem by using only head curve data corresponding to the time after C A (t) has fallen below 20 percent of its maximum value. Thus, the partial curve analysis does not involve the function U(t); this can be characterized mathematically by setting S = 0. In summary, for partial curve analysis, A = 0.05 and S = 0.
For both methods, what is actually measured by the head detectors are accumulated counts over n time intervals of length h = 0.1 minutes. Thus, if the jth such interval is written as ((j -1) h, jh), what is actually observed is
For calculation purposes, this integral is approximated by the midpoint rule for numerical integration; thus Oj ~ hN(Zj), Zj = ((j-l)h + jh)/2 (3) The blood flow parameters considered here and elsewhere in the literature are measures of gray matter flow. These include F, (ml/100 gm/min) and zero-time initial slope (IS). 13 The following is a brief description of each parameter.
The models for Xe clearance represented by the combination of equations (1) rameter F, is the blood flow per unit mass (ml/100 gm/ min) of the fastest clearing compartment, gray matter. It is calculated as X t K,, where X t is the tissue-blood partition coefficient and K, is the gray matter clearance rate. Its estimation depends upon obtaining data that allow a clear separation between gray matter and other tissue compartments (i.e., white matter, cranium, and extracranial tissue). F, was used to compare total and partial curve analysis.
If a bolus of 133 Xe could be introduced uniformly into brain tissue, the absolute value of the initial slope of the clearance curve (normalized by its initial value) would represent the sum of the compartmental clearance rates (K,), each weighted by the fraction of the flow delivered to that compartment. This normalized absolute value of IS can be calculated theoretically once the parameters of the inhalation model have been estimated. IS is less sensitive than F, to shifts in the compartmental structure (gray versus white matter) of the clearance curve and its value largely reflects gray matter clearance.
Procedures
Each subject underwent four blood flow measurements. During all measurements, laboratory lights and telephones were turned off and conversation by laboratory personnel was kept to a minimum. The exhaust fan was a source of constant ambient noise. There was minimal interaction with subjects between measurements and no interaction during the measurements. The time interval between each of the measurements was approximately 20 minutes.
Measurements 1 and 4 were normal rests (NR 1, NR 2) during which the subjects were required to keep their eyes closed, arms at their sides, and to lie as still as possible. The normal rest measurements were placed at the extremes so that the possibility of a linear trend in these measurements could be determined and appropriate adjustments implemented. The two activation tasks were presented during the remaining two measurements. The order of the activation measurements was counterbalanced across subjects to reduce the effects of position bias.
The activation stimuli were photographic slides which were projected onto a white 4 x 4 foot screen located approximately 5.5 feet above the subject. Four indicator lights approximately .75 inches in diameter and 2 inches apart were located horizontally under the screen. These lights were clearly visible to both subject and examiner. For the manual activation task, the subject indicated his chosen responses to each stimulus with a thumb depression switch held in his right hand. One button press turned on one light, two presses turned on two lights, etc. After observing the response, the examiner used a remote switch to clear the indicator lights and advance the slide projector. For the oral activation task, the subject gave a spoken response to each stimulus via a microphone attached to the mask.
The stimuli for both activation tasks were the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 which were randomly ordered. The same set of slides was used during both measurements.
Oral instructions and two practice slides (the first two slides during the measurement) were administered to the subjects immediately prior to the blood flow measurements. The instructions for the manual activation task required the subjects to press the button the number of times indicated by the visual stimuli. The instructions for the oral activation task required the subjects to state the number indicated by the visual stimuli. The time interval between slide presentations during both activation measurements was 7 seconds. Both activation tasks were initiated with the onset of l33 Xe inhalation and terminated at the end of the measurement. Thus, each subject was administered 96 slides during each activation measurement.
The two activation tasks had identical cognitive component (number recognition), difficulty levels, and stimulus properties, though there was more visual stimulation during the manual activation tasks due to the response feedback from the lights. The tasks, however, had response modalities that were deliberately varied. Table 1 contains the hemispheric and regional F, means and standard deviations for the four measurements estimated from the partial curve analysis. Tables  2 and 3 contain similar F, and IS data for the total curve analysis.
Results
For the hemispheric means and the 14 channels, an initial screening of the partial curve analysis F, data and the total curve analysis F, and IS data was performed via analyses of covariance. The model was a completely randomized block design with the following covariates: age, estimated PCO 2 , a linear model in time (run number), and systolic and diastolic blood pressure. The five covariables were not significantly related to F, and IS for either method of curve analysis. Having established that no covariate adjustment was required for the sample, a series of one-way randomized block design ANOVAs were conducted for the hemispheric means and each of the 14 channels with F, and IS as the respective dependent variables. Levels of the repeated measure were the four blood flow measurements (NR 1 and NR 2 were treated as separate measurements). Duncan's Multiple Range Tests were used to make post-hoc comparisons of the means for the four blood flow measurements. Activation was considered to be present when manual activation or oral activation measurements were significantly different from both NR 1 and NR 2 measurements.
Significance levels for the F-tests comparing the mean F, estimates from all four measurements for both methods of analysis are shown in table 4. Post hoc analyses comparing F, estimates from the two normal rest measurements with those from the MA and OA tasks are presented in table 5. Similar data are presented for IS in tables 6 and 7.
Air Curve Analysis
Since it is possible that these significant differences are the result of oral expression producing spurious NR 1 refers to normal rest 1, NR 2 refers to normal rest 2, MA refers to manual activation, OA refers to oral activation, HM refers to hemispheric mean. These data have been previously reported by Leli et al" results due to irregularities in breathing which in turn urements were pooled), the frequency distribution of disrupt the air curves, the following statistical analyses respiratory cycle lengths was characterized by the samwere conducted to test this hypothesis. For the three pie mean, the sample standard deviation, skewness, types of blood flow measurements (the two rest measand kurtosis. A multivariate analysis of variance was 10.9 NR 1 refers to normal rest 1, NR 2 refers to normal rest 2, MA refers to manual activation, OA refers to oral activation, HM refers to hemispheric mean. then calculated to compare the four-element vector of the above statistics from measurement to measurement.
14 Using Wilks' criterion, the population vectors of the air curves were not significantly different {p < .20). Therefore, the differences between the measurements cannot be attributed to spurious effects of oral responding on the derivation of blood flow parameters.
For F, and IS calculated from total curve analysis and for F, calculated from the partial curve analysis, percent increases in activated rCBF from the two resting levels were calculated in the following manner. The two resting values were averaged and subtracted from the manual and oral activation values. These difference scores were then divided by the averaged rest- ing values and multiplied by 100. These F, and IS percent difference scores for the total curve analysis are presented in figures 2 and 3 to illustrate the changes associated with activation relative to. the resting state. The F, and IS MA and OA percent scores from homologous channels were compared via paired sample t-tests to determine if there were any lateralized activation effects. None of the comparisons for total curve analysis or for partial curve analysis" were statistically significant (p > .05, two-tailed tests).
Discussion
Comparisons of partial and total curve analyses are hampered by methodological differences. Although total curve analysis permits an earlier start fit time (which places greater weight on fast flow phenomena), the reliability of the parameter estimates depends in part on the accuracy with which the function U(t) represents the radioactivity scattered from air passages. Since the validity of U(t) cannot be assessed directly, total curve analysis carries the risk of an undetected artifact.
A comparison of tables 1 and 2 shows that F, is consistently higher when estimated by total curve analysis. This could be due to the difference in start fit times or to the value assumed for A in partial curve analysis. Whatever the cause, if its influence is exerted equally on rest and activation test measurements, the differences should have no effect on rest-to-test comparisons. Tables 1 and 2 also reveal that the variability in the estimates is about the same for both methods. Hence, the greater number of significant rest-to-test differences seen with total curve analysis is not attributable to greater statistical stability in this study. These findings are in contrast to a previous study 4 in which the parameter estimates were the same for both methods but the variability was smaller with total curve analysis. More subjects must be studied to resolve this point.
The total curve F, activation patterns produced by the manual activation task are partially consistent with the expected patterns. The hypothesized significant bilateral parietal (channel G) and occipital (channel H) activation was found and probably reflects the effects of the visual sensory modality and the small cognitive component of the MA task. However, the predicted significant focal activation in left superior rolandic (channel D) and premotor (channel B) regions was not found. A possible explanation for this discrepancy probably lies in the nature of the motor movements employed in the respective studies. For example, both Lauritzen et al 7 and Olesen 8 used rapid, vigorous, and continuous motor movements while the motor movements in the present study consisted of no more than four thumb movement every 7 seconds. It is therefore possible that the motor movements of our subjects were neither rapid or intense enough to produce the expected focal activation. Halsey et al 14 have made a similar observation in a previous hand-movement study conducted in our laboratory.
The MA data estimated from partial curve analysis are less compatible with the hypothesized 5 " 8 activation patterns. Significant activation was found only in right hemisphere channels G (parietal) and H (occipital), and minimal nonsignificant activation was found in left hemisphere channels G and H using partial curve analysis.
For the oral activation task, the significant global right hemisphere activation and the bilateral regional activation patterns (channels B, C, E, G, and H) estimated from total analysis are findings consistent with those expected from the research literature.
5 ' '• '• l0 An exception was the significant regional activation found in right hemisphere channels A and D. Another unexpected finding was the significant global left hemisphere activation produced by the OA task. This global left hemisphere activation and the focal activation in right hemisphere channels A and D were not found in a study 9 which assessed the effects of automatic speech on flow.
The OA activation patterns" estimated by partial curve analysis are less consistent with the expected activation patterns.
5 ' 69 ' l0 Despite the significant global left and right hemisphere activation, significant focal activation was found only in left hemisphere channels A and H, and in right hemisphere channels E and H using partial curve analysis.
Larsen et al 9 have suggested that the global increase of right-hemisphere flow during automatic speech was due to an increase in the vigilance response during task performance. This hypothesis can be used to explain the significant global right hemisphere activation found for both the OA and MA tasks but not the significant global left hemisphere activation for the OA task. An alternate hypothesis for the bilateral hemispheric activation, and perhaps the significant activation in right hemisphere channels A and D for the OA task, is that a complex interaction of oral expression and visual stimulation has a general arousal effect on both cerebral hemispheres as opposed to the unilateral hemispheric activation found for the MA task. A second related hypothesis is that this bilateral activation represents the cortical coordination of the complex muscle movement involved with speaking, thus involving both cerebral hemispheres and particularly the frontal regions. In contrast, the simple finger movements of the MA task are represented in more focal unilateral rolandic regions. Confirmation of these hypotheses must await subsequent rCBF activation studies which systematically assess these speculations.
The significant regional MA activation for total analysis F, and IS parameters were virtually identical, with the significant F, activation in right hemisphere channel C being the only regional difference. This minor difference, however, seems even smaller when one considers that the IS activation in right hemisphere channel C for the MA task barely missed being labeled as significant (p s .06). For the OA task, the significant regional activation for both parameters was identical. The high degree of similarity between the F, and IS regional activation tentatively suggests that neither ACTIVATED rCBF ESTIMATED FROM TWO HEAD CURVE MODELS/LW/ et al 281 parameter is differentially more sensitive to task stimulation in normal subjects. This is compatible with Obrist and Wilkinson's 13 report that comparable resting F, and IS flow estimates were found with nonpathological simulated data, and with our own data from a series of cognitive activation studies 16 
"
18 in which comparable cognitively mediated regional activation was found for both parameters. However, similar parameter comparisons for a variety of activation tasks on both normal subjects and various neurological and psychiatric patient samples must be conducted before any firm conclusions regarding differential sensitivity can be drawn.
In summary, total curve analysis yielded activation patterns that were more consistent with those predicted from the intra-arteriaJ rCBF and neuropsychological research literature 5 " 10 than did partial curve analysis. To the extent that those predictions were correct, the results suggest that total curve analysis is more sensitive to the flow activation induced by the OA and MA tasks performed by our subjects. Simulation studies showed that delayed start fit times result in some loss of information about fast flow components. Since total curve analysis is known to weight the fast flow component more heavily (assuming the contamination correction is successful), these results support the speculations of Ingvar and Lassen 1 that the initial portion of the head curve contains most of the important information regarding cortical flow changes resulting from task performance. 
